Subject = Offensive Deep Out-Swinging Corner One
Coach = Adrian Parrish

**Description**

* LM looks to drive an out swinging ball from the left hand side. If it is on the right the RM would take the corner
* Four tallest players stand in a line on the top of the 18 yard box, level with the back post
* Out of the four players, the front two spin off first and hit the back post, this is as the corner kicker signals they are about to kick the ball
* The back two of the four hit the near post and middle of the goal.
* CF starts by standing in front of the keeper and runs to the front post as a distraction
* RB starts at the back of the 18 yard box and runs out to the center of the goal so between themselves and the LM they can pick up any rebounds.

**Alternatives**

The corner taker can hit all 4 of the runners or look to float one in to the CF who runs to the front post and look for them to flick it on.
Subject = Offensive Deep Out-Swinging Corner Two  
Coach = Adrian Parrish

**Description**

* RM looks to drive an out swinging ball from the right hand side. If it is on the left the LM would take the corner
* The two CB hang out just past the back post
* The CF's and one CM look start on the edge of the 18 level with the front post, facing the goal, as the kick is taken they turn to face the CB's and make runs towards the middle of the goal and what will now be the back post
* One CM starts outside the penalty box and looks to make a late run after the corner has been taken
* The corner kicker looks to hit one of the CB's at the far post who should be moving around to create space
* The CB that does not connect with the ball they should run towards the back post
* The CB that does connect with ball should be looking to lay it down to the CM who is making a late run into the penalty box

**Alternatives**

Center Back that connects with the ball can look to play back across the goal to the CF or CM
Center Back that connect with the ball can look to play down to the other Center Back to tap in at the back post.
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